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The standard portfolio is part of the National Digital Library’s enterprise architecture. This architecture is published on 
the web (in Finnish): http://www.kdk.fi/fi/kokonaisarkkitehtuuri. Any feedback regarding the standard portfolio can be 
given by using the feedback form on the web. 

In addition to this standard portfolio, the National Digital Library also utilises the public administration’s standard 
portfolio (cf.  https://www.avoindata.fi and http://www.jhs-suositukset.fi/suomi/jhs181).  

This is an unofficial translation of the NDL’s standard portfolio. Should this translation conflict with the Finnish version, 
the Finnish version will have higher priority.   

http://www.kdk.fi/fi/kokonaisarkkitehtuuri
https://www.avoindata.fi/
http://www.jhs-suositukset.fi/suomi/jhs181
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This standard portfolio defines standards for the National Digital Library (NDL) of Finland. In addition to 
specifications, it provides short justifications for the selections. The standard portfolio does not give detailed 
instructions for the implementation of standards, but those are produced separately. In some cases, a 
reference to an existing international instruction (profile) is enough, but some national instructions are also 
necessary. In addition to this standard portfolio, the NDL also utilises the public administration’s standard 
portfolio with its sub-portfolios1.     

The aim of standardisation is to ensure the functionality of the composite system, which requires sufficient 
semantic commensurability of metadata between different organisations, for example. Further, 
standardisation aims to ensure that services can be transferred as easily as possible to new hardware and 
software environments when necessary. This is especially important for the digital preservation service.  

The standards defined in this standard portfolio are either required (MUST; numerical value 1), 
recommended (SHOULD; numerical value 2) or useful (MAY; numerical value 3). The production systems of 
partner organisations are developed actively, but it is possible that some of them do not as yet support all 
the required standards. This may cause problems in data transfer and preservation, which are to be solved 
separately. Any new systems that are purchased have to support at least all the required standards.  

The NDL standard portfolio includes both official and de facto standards. The standard basis for digital 
libraries is under construction; therefore new standards have been added or versions of existing standards 
updated while updating the portfolio. All standards included are open, that is, both the standard and its 
documentation can be publicly applied2. Some of the standards are free and some are chargeable.  

The standard portfolio has been enhanced as follows: 

1. Separate recommendations for access rights metadata and for technical metadata of different 
content types (text, audio, still image, video) have been produced.  

2. When needed, instructions for applying a specific standard have been produced to support software 
developers and system administrators. One example of such instructions is the “Metadata 
requirements and preparing content for digital preservation”, which provides guidance for applying 
the METS and PREMIS standards. 

The NDL steering group is responsible for maintaining the standard portfolio.  

                                                           

1 https://www.yhteentoimivuus.fi/aihealue/Standardit, http://www.jhs-suositukset.fi/suomi/jhs181  
2 http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/standards/open.aspx 

https://www.yhteentoimivuus.fi/aihealue/Standardit
http://www.jhs-suositukset.fi/suomi/jhs181
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/standards/open.aspx
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2 COMMON STANDARDS 

The public interface and the digital preservation service have to support UNICODE standard3 version 7.X or 
newer (using UTF-8 encoding) (1).  

It is recommended that reference information and text documents should be transferred from partner 
organisations’ production systems using UTF-8 encoding (2). There may be specific character sets for 
individual information elements. For example, character sets for many identification systems are strictly 
restricted. Even when this is not the case, for example in the Handle system or the DOI, it is recommended 
to use only visible ISO Latin 1 characters. 

The user interfaces of the public interface and the digital preservation service have to support Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) recommendation version 2.04 with at least the level A requirements5 (1), 
whereas the recommended level is AA (2). 

                                                           

3 http://unicode.org/  
4 http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20 
5 http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/ 

http://unicode.org/
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3 METADATA 

The functionality of the whole NDL solution requires sufficient and semantically commensurable metadata. 
Therefore, agreements for metadata formats and description principles are a necessity for the NDL. The 
current situation is challenging since the museum sector has not had common description rules and in the 
archive sector special archives have had their own principles. Only the library sector has been unified in this 
respect, but even in the case of libraries the description rules (and the metadata format) need renewal. 

Metadata can be divided into descriptive and administrative metadata. Different formats are applied for 
different types of metadata, which have partially overlapping data elements6.  

Public authorities’ record content has to comply with the Sähke regulation issued by the National Archives 
Service of Finland (1). 

3.1 Rules for Describing Content Objects 

Memory organisations carry out international cooperation to harmonise conceptual models. National 
interoperability is promoted by using common ontologies and the common name data service is in the design 
phase.  

In the NDL, it is recommended that the development of descriptions be based on the RDA (Resource 
Description and Access)7 of libraries (2), even though different sectors or individual organisations may have 
their own description rules.  

The RDA provides better support for the description of digital content and linking their manifestations 
together than the former description rules of the library sector. The RDA was published in 2011 and the first 
libraries already took it into use during 2013. Presumably the archives and museums do not use it yet. The 
Finnish version of the RDA was published in 2015, and the library sector adopted it at the beginning of 2016. 
The National Library of Finland is responsible for the translation and deployment of the RDA. When producing 
the national version, the needs of the NDL and different sectors are taken into account.  

The archive sector uses the common description standards produced by the International Council of Archives 
(ICA):  

 International Standard Archival Description (ISAD(G) 1997),  
 International Standard Archival Authority Record for Corporate Bodies, Persons, and Families 

(ISAAR(CPF) 2004) and  
 International Standard for Describing Functions (ISDF 2008).  

In addition, the ICA’s EGAD working group is preparing an international conceptual model called RiC 
(“Records in Contexts”) and an ontology that details it for the archive sector.  

Special archives (e.g. data archives and movie archives) have their own internationally unified policies. A 
national-level draft for a national conceptual model has been published based on the RDA and ISO 21127: “A 
Reference ontology for the interchange of cultural heritage information” (2006, latest version 2014). The 
purpose of this model is to serve as a metamodel for different metadata models. Based on this, the 
development of new national description rules for the archival sector will start when the ICA’s international 

                                                           

6 http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/mapping/index.html 
7 http://www.rdaonline.org/ http://www.rda-jsc.org/rda.html 
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standards are finished. These rules will replace “Arkistojen kuvailu- ja luettelointisäännöt” published in 1997. 
The AHAA project will produce a description guide that can be applied when producing national guidelines. 

The museum sector has it applied since 2014. 

 The SPECTRUM standard8 produced and maintained by the UK Collections Trust foundation.  

The national version of that is the cataloguing guidelines9 produced in the Museo 2015 project10, which is 
recommended to be used for describing and cataloguing museum sector content (2). 

3.2  Descriptive Metadata Formats 

Each sector may apply one or more metadata formats when describing content objects. Possible proprietary 
formats must be transformed to a common exchange format before transfer to the public interface or to the 
digital preservation service. In the NDL’s common information systems, metadata is stored without any 
conversion in the format it is received. Finna takes separate decisions on each format’s data element 
indexing. This is easiest when the description principles and formats are consistent enough.  

In the digital preservation service, descriptive metadata is needed to support preservation. Possible 
migrations of these metadata are agreed separately between the content producer and the digital 
preservation service.  

It is recommended to use the following formats when transferring descriptive metadata (2): 

 MARC 21 (MAchine-Readable Cataloguing)  
 FINMARC (transition period)  
 Dublin Core  
 MODS (Metadata Object Description Schema)  
 EAD (Encoded Archival Description)  
 EAC (Encoded Archival Context)  
 LIDO (Lightweight Information Describing Objects) 
 VRA Core (Visual Resources Association Core Categories)  
 Film identification – Minimum set of metadata for cinematographic works (EN 15744)  
 DDI (Data Documentation Initiative) 

Motivation 
Each sector has one or more commonly known description formats, or transfer formats based on those, 
which should be used as exchange formats. If this is impossible, unmodified metadata is transferred to Finna 
for storage, and indexed using the documentation provided by the producer. Implementation details are 
agreed separately when necessary.  

For Dublin Core, different application profiles, such as Darwin Core, are acceptable, but indexing principles 
for those profiles have to be agreed separately with the organisation maintaining the public interface.  

More information 
Charts on how data elements map to each other in different formats have been produced by comparing 
formats11. Normalisation is challenging if there are only a few common data elements or if the information 

                                                           

8 http://www.collectionstrust.org.uk/spectrum/the-spectrum-standard  
9 http://www.luettelointiohje.fi/  
10 http://www.nba.fi/fi/museoalan_kehittaminen/museo_2015/museoiden_luettelointiohje  
11 http://www.oclc.org/research/researchworks/schematrans/default.htm 

http://www.collectionstrust.org.uk/spectrum/the-spectrum-standard
http://www.luettelointiohje.fi/
http://www.nba.fi/fi/museoalan_kehittaminen/museo_2015/museoiden_luettelointiohje
http://www.oclc.org/research/researchworks/schematrans/default.htm
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form varies. This can be mitigated with common principles for description, but harmonisation of descriptions 
is also necessary, especially for producing content for each common element.  

3.3 Information about Persons, Families, and Communities 

Persons, families and communities are described in the memory sector using the RDA rules. It is 
recommended that the stored metadata be comprehensive enough to enable unambiguous identification 
(2). The format for the common name data service is to be agreed separately. For storing name information, 
the sectors use either the descriptive metadata formats given above or sector-specific authority formats:  

 MARC 21 authority information  
 EAC-CFP (Encoded Archival Context – Corporate bodies, Persons and Families 

Conversions from these formats to those supported by the name data service are defined separately.  

When extracting name information from systems that are not maintained by the public sector, the transfer 
format should be the EC’s Core Person Vocabulary12 or the EC’s Core Business Vocabulary13 when possible.  

The interfaces to the ISNI database are defined separately.  

3.4 Means for Content Description 

In descriptions, it is recommended to use terms from general or discipline-specific thesauri (e.g. YSA, 
FinMeSH) or corresponding ontologies (e.g. YSO or KOKO) (2). To supplement those it is possible to apply 
international methods when necessary. 

For describing dictionaries, it is recommended to use the SKOS specification (Simple Knowledge Organisation 
System) (2), which will be extended when necessary. For describing ontologies, RDFS (RDF Schema) and 
OWL2 (Web Ontology Language, version 2) specifications are applied in addition to the SKOS (2).  

In addition to vocabularies and ontologies, international classification systems such as Outline of Cultural 
Materials (OCM), Iconclass, and Classification of Individual Consumption according to Purpose (COICOP) can 
be used for content description.  

3.5 Administrative Metadata 

Description rules and descriptive metadata do not cover all possible metadata. Therefore, the NDL has 
specified separate guidelines for administrative (and structural) metadata14. For all content to be preserved 
in the digital preservation service, technical metadata must be produced according to the NDL’s specifications 
(1).  

Regarding the administrative metadata, a sufficiently commensurable solution must be achieved in each 
sector. This is a new domain that lacks established practices, and therefore producing sufficient 
documentation and testing submission information packages to be delivered into the digital preservation 
service are important. 

For technical metadata, there is only one format for each content type.  

  

                                                           

12 http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_person/description 
13 http://www.jhs-suositukset.fi/suomi/jhs170 
14 http://www.kdk.fi/fi/pitkaaikaissailytys/maeaerittely-ja-dokumentit  

http://www.kdk.fi/fi/pitkaaikaissailytys/maeaerittely-ja-dokumentit
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Technical Metadata 
The following formats are required according to the File Formats specification where possible (1): 

 MIX (NISO Metadata for images in XML Schema)15  
 ADDML (Archival Data Description Markup Language)16 
 AudioMD (Technical metadata for Audio)17 
 VideoMD (Technical metadata for Video)  

Metadata for Digital Preservation 
The following formats are required (1): 

 PREMIS Data dictionary for preservation metadata, version 2.2.  

Access rights 
Access rights for digital preservation (e.g. information about who can migrate a preserved document) are 
stored in the Rights section in PREMIS18 metadata format (1). Details are to be agreed later.  

It is recommended to store the copyright status of digital content in the back-end system with a possible 
licence. Also, possible access restrictions based on jurisdiction or agreements must be described. (2).  

The NDL has produced a general guide for storing access rights. In addition to this, sectors have to produce 
their own format-specific guidelines. Currently, these guidelines are ready for the library sector and are 
already being applied in practice. Sector-specific guidelines set out the necessary prerequisites for the 
transfer of access rights to Finna in a NDL-supported format that Finna can apply.  

It is not usually necessary to describe the content of licences or other agreements in the metadata. It is 
enough to give the licence name and a link to the licence description on the Internet. For describing access 
restrictions (content and its metadata), the following are required: a justification (law or agreement), name 
of the law/agreement, legend, and the durability of restriction. 

3.6 Structural Metadata 

For content to be preserved in the digital preservation service, it is required to use the METS StructMap 
standard for describing the content structure (1).  

 

                                                           

15 http://www.loc.gov/standards/mix/ 
16 http://www.arkivverket.no/arkivverket/Arkivbevaring/Elektronisk-arkivmateriale/Standarder/ADDML   
17 http://www.loc.gov/standards/amdvmd/ 
18 http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/ 

http://www.arkivverket.no/arkivverket/Arkivbevaring/Elektronisk-arkivmateriale/Standarder/ADDML
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4 INTERFACES 

4.1 Metadata Harvesting 

Each partner involved in the NDL must enable automatic metadata harvesting from its production systems. 
If this is impossible in the beginning, metadata can be temporarily collected in a batch run and transmitted 
to the maintenance organisation of the public interface by separately agreed means.  

OAI-PMH protocol (the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting) version 2.019 must be used 
for metadata harvesting (1). Alternatively, the Atom standard20,21 can be used (3).  

It is recommended to conform to the guidelines “Best practices for OAI-PMH DataProvider implementations 
and shareable metadata”22 (2).  

It is recommended that content harvested by the OAI-PMH provides records that comply with the OAI-PMH 
DC XML schema23 (2). Using other schemas (e.g. MARC format) or possible extensions or modifications to the 
DC XML schema will be agreed separately.  

Utilisation of the Atom protocol will be agreed separately.  

Indexing metadata in the public interface and possible normalisation in the Formula format converter will be 
agreed separately.  

4.2 Search 

The public interface has to have a SRU server supporting 

 SRU standard version 1.224 (1) and 
 SRU service Search/Retrieve Operation (1).  

It is recommended that the public interface have the OpenSearch interface25 (2).  

The public interface has to have portal functionality enabling Z39.50 and SRU clients (1).  

For searching and modifying customer information, the partner organisation's production systems and the 
public interface should have support for either the 3M Standard Interchange Protocol (SIP2) or NISO 
Circulation Interchange Protocol (NCIP) standard26 (2). If these standards are not supported, applications 
should support either the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) standard version 1.227 or Representational 
State Transfer (REST) specification28 (2). 

                                                           

19 http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/openarchivesprotocol.html  
20 http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4287 
21 http://bitworking.org/projects/atom/rfc5023.html 
22 http://www.diglib.org/pubs/dlf108.pdf 
23 http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc.xsd 
24 http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/index.html 
25 http://www.opensearch.org/Home 
26 http://www.niso.org/workrooms/ncip 
27 http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/ 
28 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_State_Transfer 

http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/openarchivesprotocol.html
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4287
http://bitworking.org/projects/atom/rfc5023.html
http://www.diglib.org/pubs/dlf108.pdf
http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc.xsd
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4.3 Application Interfaces 

The integrated library system must (1) provide a transfer and service interface29 to the user interface 
application and other relevant systems (from the NDL viewpoint) in accordance with the ILS-DI standard of 
the Digital Library Foundation. Other production systems may (3) support ILS-DI.  

                                                           

29 http://old.diglib.org/architectures/ilsdi/DLF_ILS_Discovery_1.0.pdf 
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5 RESOLUTION SERVICE AND IDENTIFIERS.  

5.1 Linking 

The resolution service provides redirection links to relevant and applicable information resources based on 
identifiers and other metadata. The resolution service must use OpenURL30 protocol version 0.1 or version 
1.0 (1). 

When creating web links to digital objects and individual files, it is recommended to use persistent web 
addresses based on URN identifiers.  

5.2 Identifiers: Content  

For published content, it is required to use standard identifiers such as ISBN (International Standard Book 
Number) or ISAN (International Standard Audiovisual Number) (1). 

For unpublished content, it is recommended to use URN:NBN identifier (National Bibliography Number) (2). 
Organisation-specific identifiers should be avoided, as those may cause problems in the public interface or in 
the digital preservation service (i.e. same identifier provided by two organisations).  

Inauguration of the NBN identifier system must be agreed separately with the National Library of Finland.  

For individualising content, URN:OID identifiers can be used (3). OID is an ISO standard for individualising 
organisations. In addition to organisations and their units, OID can be used for giving global unique identifiers 
for persons, documents and equipment, for example. For using OID identifiers, a national recommendation 
JHS 15931 has been produced for public administration.  

5.3 Identifiers: Authors 

It is recommended to use the International Standard Name Identifier (ISNI) for person and community 
authors (ISO 27729)32(2). For identification of researchers, the ORCID identifier33 can be used besides the ISNI 
(3). The structure of the ORCID corresponds to that of the ISNI, but has a different maintenance organisation 
in which the responsibility for identifier creation is distributed to researchers, whereas this responsibility is 
centralised to the ISNI centre in the case of the ISNI.  

The identifier system to be applied to the authority database will be decided separately.  

The NDL’s common name data service, as well as sector-specific systems (e.g. libraries’ Asteri), must support 
both ORCID and ISNI (1).  

                                                           

30 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenURL 
31 http://www.jhs-suositukset.fi/suomi/jhs159 
32 http://isni.org/ 
33 http://about.orcid.org/ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenURL
http://www.jhs-suositukset.fi/suomi/jhs159
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6 AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORISATION 

The Act on Strong Electronic Identification and Electronic Signatures 7.8.2009/61734 and the quality 
requirements it sets out must be taken into account both when acquiring and processing certificates and 
managing keys related to electronic signatures. 

When authenticating users over the Internet, data transfer must be encrypted by using either the Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) v.3.0 or Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol (1). Authentication can be performed 
using an unencrypted connection only in a local area network inside the organisation.  

In mutual authentication between systems, server certificates based on the X.509 standard must be used (1).  

Personal certificates based on the X.509 standard must be used when electronically signing the content (1).  

In weak authentication services, it is recommended to use OpenID (2).  

Strong authentication services must employ authentication federation services for the public sector, for 
example Haka (Shibboleth/SAML) (1), VIRTU (SAML 2.0) (1), or VETUMA (SAML 2.0) (1). 

It must be possible to use the LDAP protocol for user authentication (1).  

Access rights to the content can be restricted in the public interface-based client’s IP address (2).  

Access rights to the content can be restricted by the Shibboleth/SAML authorisation based on the user’s 
home organisation and role (2).  

6.1 Message Digest Algorithms 

Integrity of files must be ensured by producing a checksum from them. This should be done as early as 
possible, but at the latest when transferring files to the digital preservation solution. MD535-, SHA-136-, SHA-
22437, SHA-25638, SHA-38439 or SHA-51240 algorithm must be used for calculating the checksum (1).  

  

                                                           

34 http://www.finlex.fi/fi/laki/ajantasa/2009/20090617 
35 http://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/MD5 
36 http://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHA-1 
37 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHA-224 
38 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHA-256 
39 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHA-384 
40 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHA-512 

http://www.finlex.fi/fi/laki/ajantasa/2009/20090617
http://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/MD5
http://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHA-1
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7 DIGITAL PRESERVATION AND DATA TRANSFER TO THE 
DIGITAL PRESERVATION SERVICE 

Digital preservation applies the OAIS (Open Archival Information System) reference model41 published by 
CCSDS (The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems), which has also been published as the ISO 
standard ISO 14721:2003 (1). A national version – “Viitemalli pitkäaikaissäilytysarkistolle” (SFS 5972 2015) – 
has also been published.  

In the OAIS reference model, digital collections are transferred to the digital preservation service as 
submission information packages. A package contains both the digital content, and its administrative and 
descriptive metadata. When packaging content, METS (Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard) 
standard42 version 1.11 must be used (1), and the METS packet structure must conform to the NDL’s 
specification43 (1). 

The files to be transferred to the digital preservation service must be in either a recommended or an 
acceptable for transfer file format44 (1), but the content can be included in the package in its original file 
format for ensuring authenticity. For audio files, the principles published by IASA in 2009 can be applied (2). 
The files must have administrative, structural, and descriptive metadata according to the NDL’s 
specification45.  

For implementing application programming interfaces, the SSH File Transfer Protocol (Secure FTP, SFTP)46, 
HTTPS protocol47 and REST standard48 are used. Functionality of interfaces is further developed in 
cooperation with partner organisations.  

The standard for auditing the digital preservation service will be decided later. Technically the most 
comprehensive option is OAIS-based audit and certification of trustworthy digital repositories49, which has 
been published as an ISO standard (ISO 16363). However, as it is not currently possible to have a certificate 
based on that, other OAIS-based options such as the Data Seal of Approval Specification50 or the World Data 
System’s WDS certificate51 are applied. 

 

                                                           

41 http://public.ccsds.org/publications/archive/650x0m2.pdf  
42 http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/  
43 http://www.kdk.fi/fi/pitkaaikaissailytys/maeaerittely-ja-dokumentit/5-suomi/pitkaeaikaissaeilytys/145-kdkn-hallinnolliset-ja-
rakenteelliset-metatiedot-ja-aineiston-paketointi  
44 http://www.kdk.fi/fi/pitkaaikaissailytys/maeaerittely-ja-dokumentit/5-suomi/pitkaeaikaissaeilytys/141-kdkn-saeilytys-ja-
siirtokelpoiset-tiedostomuodot  
45 http://www.kdk.fi/fi/pitkaaikaissailytys/maeaerittely-ja-dokumentit/5-suomi/pitkaeaikaissaeilytys/145-kdkn-hallinnolliset-ja-
rakenteelliset-metatiedot-ja-aineiston-paketointi  
46 https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-secsh-filexfer-13  
47 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7230  
48 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231  
49 http://public.ccsds.org/publications/archive/652x0m1.pdf  
50 http://datasealofapproval.org/en/ 
51 https://www.icsu-wds.org/community/membership/certification 
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